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Audre Lorde begins her “Black Women Poetry” seminar with this lived experience: I do not believe 
that you learn by a passive interaction between you and the material. I think the only learning that 
takes place is in a very active examination of the material you’re reading and your own lives… It is 

with this grounding that you, the reader, can proceed into Audre Lorde teaching poetry – 

specifically Black American women poets and “outsider” poets – to West Berlin students in the heart 

of 1984.  

 

The following formatted voice transcriptions give shape to Audre Lorde’s legacy of what she called a 

“poet’s way1.” These transcriptions illuminate her teaching methods that centered an active 

examination of racial and gender politics as a Black, lesbian, mother, warrior, poet. I have chosen to 

reproduce what I transcribed from the “Black Women Poetry” and “Poet as Outsider” seminars 

because they contain the richest learning. This typed format maps nearly identical to my original 

handwritten transcription from two 148mm x 120mm notebooks. I refined my focus to record 

verbatim Audre’s voice by first listening to her “Creative Writing Workshop” seminar (not 

currently transcribed in this format).  

 

There are likely errors from what I heard and the distance between what I transcribed into those 

notebooks. The digitized analog recordings were, at times, difficult for me to hear. Depending on 

the digitized file, there was background noise, crosstalk, quiet audio, and strong accents. The tapes 

were already 33 years old when I heard the full range of sounds a classroom can produce, especially 

when open windows invited the outdoors in. Birds sang their songs while trucks rumbled past and 

airplanes flew over an occupied West Berlin. You’ll stumble across occasional mentions of such 

soundscapes. I must also confess these transcripts were influenced by jet lag and an anxiety knowing 

that my time at the archive was rapidly passing with each rewind to hear exactly what was said.  

 

I have indicated contextual moments in brackets along with my own paraphrasing of any class 

discussions. The punctuation, paragraph breaks, and spaces indicating sustained pause are mine but 

adhere, to the best of my ability, the real-time conversation. I’ve also added very sparingly a 

bracketed word or two to keep the conversation flowing. All emphasis is Audre.  

 

I highly encourage you to explore the poems read aloud by both Audre and students in the 

classroom. She would often have more than one student read the referenced poem, which I did not 

transcribe. If you are able, please visit the Audre Lorde Archives to actively experience this learning.  

                                                 
1 For more on the origin of that phrase and its lived practice see “Audre Lorde in Berlin: A Poet’s Way Towards Justice” 

https://cacheculture.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/audre-lorde-in-berlin_a-poet_s-way-towards-justice_revised-final.pdf

